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            Abstract
During our daily life, we depend on memories of past experiences to plan future behaviour. These memories are represented by the activity of specific neuronal groups or â€˜engramsâ€™1,2. Neuronal engrams are assembled during learning by synaptic modification, and engram reactivation represents the memorized experience1. Engrams of conscious memories are initially stored in the hippocampus for several days and then transferred to cortical areas2. In the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus, granule cells transform rich inputs from the entorhinal cortex into a sparse output, which is forwarded to the highly interconnected pyramidal cell network in hippocampal area CA33. This process is thought to support pattern separation4 (but see refs. 5,6). CA3 pyramidal neurons project to CA1, the hippocampal output region. Consistent with the idea of transient memory storage in the hippocampus, engrams in CA1 and CA2 do not stabilize over time7,8,9,10. Nevertheless, reactivation of engrams in the dentate gyrus can induce recall of artificial memories even after weeks2. Reconciliation of this apparent paradox will require recordings from dentate gyrus granule cells throughout learning, which has so far not been performed for more than a single day6,11,12. Here, we use chronic two-photon calcium imaging in head-fixed mice performing a multiple-day spatial memory task in a virtual environment to record neuronal activity in all major hippocampal subfields. Whereas pyramidal neurons in CA1â€“CA3 show precise and highly context-specific, but continuously changing, representations of the learned spatial sceneries in our behavioural paradigm, granule cells in the dentate gyrus have a spatial code that is stable over many days, with low place- or context-specificity. Our results suggest that synaptic weights along the hippocampal trisynaptic loop are constantly reassigned to support the formation of dynamic representations in downstream hippocampal areas based on a stable code provided by the dentate gyrus.
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                    Fig. 1: Two-photon calcium imaging of hippocampal place cell activity in a virtual environment.


Fig. 2: Pyramidal cells in CA1 and CA2/3 discriminate between contexts.


Fig. 3: GC place fields are highly stable across days.


Fig. 4: Stable coding of GCs persists throughout multiple days, whereas CA2/3 PYRs constantly remap over time.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Virtual environment behavioural paradigm for head-fixed mice.
Related to Fig.Â 1. a, Mean number of licks per spatial bin (10-cm wide) for one example mouse on day 1 (left) and day 2 (right) on the familiar (top, grey) and novel (bottom, blue) linear tracks. Blue shaded areas indicate reward zones. b, Mean lick rate per bin as a function of distance from the next reward location for the familiar (black traces) and novel (blue traces) contexts. Shaded areas denote s.e.m., nâ€‰=â€‰15 experiments. c, Mean lick rate over the entire familiar (left) or novel (right) track on day 1 (left) or day 2 (right). Grey lines denote individual experiments (nâ€‰=â€‰15) and black circles with error bars show meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.e.m. d, As in c but for mean lick rate in the reward zones only. e, Reward-related licking plotted for the experiments continued over 5 days. In this subset of the data (nâ€‰=â€‰5 experiments) no significant difference in licking between contexts was observed on any day (repeated-measures one-way ANOVA), although there was a trend towards lower lick rates in the novel context. f, Lick rate increase in the reward zone (as compared to licking on the remaining track). An increase in the fraction of reward-related licks was observed only between day 1 and 2 (nâ€‰=â€‰5 experiments). g, Screenshots of the familiar context and the four different novel context sceneries. One novel context was randomly selected for each experiment from this set and maintained through all days. If more than one experiment was performed using a given animal, a different novel context was chosen for each of the experiments. h, Intact spatial memory was probed in the experimental mice and GFP-injected controls in a Barnes maze learning paradigm (see Methods). Blue traces show a mouseâ€™s trajectory in the last of four sessions on the first (top) and third (bottom) days of the experiment. i, Mean path length per session for implanted mice used for imaging experiments (nâ€‰=â€‰8 mice; green) and GFP-injected controls (nâ€‰=â€‰8 mice; grey) on days 1â€“3 (repeated-measures one-way ANOVA). There was no significant difference in path length between groups (day 1: Pâ€‰=â€‰0.96, day 2: Pâ€‰=â€‰0.806, day 3: Pâ€‰=â€‰0.915, two-sided t-test). c, d, f, Two-sided paired t-test. *Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05, **Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01, ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001, n.s. not significant. Error bars denote s.e.m. throughout. For exact P values see Supplementary TableÂ 1.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Imaging configuration and CA3 imaging locations.
a, Schematic of the transcortical window implantation. A stainless steel cannula (3â€‰mm diameter) with a circular coverslip attached to the bottom is implanted into the brain and rests on the external capsule on top of the hippocampus (see Methods). b, Illustrative fluorescence time series of an active GC, including the time-averaged GCaMP fluorescence (AVG, left). c, Photograph of a mouse in the virtual environment setup. Depicted is a mouse in the CA2/3 recording group with tilted objective for lateral access view (see Methods). d, Anatomical drawing of the dorsal hippocampus indicating the imaging planes for CA3 recordings. Depicted is the location of the middle plane from a three-plane imaging volume of 40â€“80â€‰Âµm. Coloured numbers indicate individual mice from which the data are derived; in cases for which more than one experiment was performed in a mouse, letters denote the locations of the respective experiments. e, Box plot of place field stability values over days from familiar-context place cells in the individual recordings shown in d. White numbers denote the number of place cells from each experiment that are represented by the boxes. Boxes, 25th to 75th percentiles; white bars, median; whiskers, 99% range.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Properties of place coding in the familiar and novel virtual contexts.
Related to Fig.Â 2. a, Cumulative distribution of mean calcium activity, based on the area under the calcium curve, for all GCs (red), CA2/3 PYRs (blue) and CA1 PYRs (black) recorded in the familiar context. b, As in a, but for the calcium transient rate. c, Cumulative distribution of place field widths for all day 1 familiar-context place cells in the respective hippocampal areas. d, Experimental schematic: place field consistency was measured as the correlation of the average activity on the first and second blocks of five runs in the same context (familiar: Fâ€“Fâ€² or novel: Nâ€“Nâ€²). Place field discrimination was assessed as the correlation of activity maps for different contexts (Fâ€“N). e, Activity over distance for cells with a place field on the novel track. Cells were sorted according to their peak activity in novel-track runs and are plotted separately for the first (left) and second (middle) blocks of runs on the novel track and for all runs on the familiar track (right). For the same plots with familiar-context place cells, see Fig.Â 2c. f, Number of cells with significant place fields (see Methods) in each experiment. Thin lines denote individual experiments (DG, nâ€‰=â€‰12; CA2/3, nâ€‰=â€‰7; CA1, nâ€‰=â€‰15 experiments), thick lines with error bars show meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.e.m. (one-way repeated measures ANOVA). g, Median activity-map correlations between the familiar and novel contexts for experiments with at least 20 place cells on day 1 (circles; DG, nâ€‰=â€‰6; CA2/3, nâ€‰=â€‰4; CA1, nâ€‰=â€‰11 experiments) and their meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.e.m. (ANOVA, Holmâ€“Sidak). h, Pearsonâ€™s correlation of place-related activity for cells that had a place field in the familiar context (left) or novel context (right) on day 1. Left box of each pair shows correlation of activity maps for trial blocks on the same track (â€˜consistencyâ€™) and right bar shows correlations with trials on the other track (â€˜discriminationâ€™) in the same session. Correlations within the same context were always significantly higher than between contexts, except for GCs that had newly acquired a place field on the novel track. i, Trial-to-trial reliability of place cell responses. Place-related firing was more reliable in the familiar than in the novel context and higher in GCs than in PYRs in the familiar context. Differences between areas were not significant for the novel context. j, Each figure shows the run-by-run calcium activity (colour coded) over distance from one individual place cell for one session in the familiar context. Rows denote individual runs. h, i, Boxes, 25th to 75th percentiles; white bars, median; whiskers, 99% range. aâ€“c, h, i, One-way ANOVA on ranks, Dunnâ€™s test. *Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05, **Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01, ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001; n.s., not significant. For exact P values see Supplementary TableÂ 1.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Task-related activity of PV-expressing interneurons in CA1 and DG.
a, Illustrative, time-averaged fluorescence image of GCaMP6f (pseudocolour white) and tdT (red) expressed in PVIs. Insets below show each fluorescence channel separately for the area indicated with the dotted line. b, Calcium trace of a representative PVI in CA1 (black) and distance on the virtual linear track (blue) over time. This PVI is active particularly at times when the animal moves fast. c, Calcium activity (colour coded) of the representative cell shown in b as a function of linear track distance for multiple runs (rows). Graph at the bottom shows the average of activity over distance for this cell in the familiar context. Shaded areas denote s.d. The same analysis was performed for 78 CA1 and 19 DG PVIs. d, As in c, but activity was plotted as a function of running speed. e, f, Mean activity maps over distance for all recorded CA1 (e) or DG (f) PVIs in the familiar and novel contexts. g, h, Same as in e, f, but mean activity was plotted over running speed. Activity in most DG PVIs is suppressed in the novel context. i, Activity of PVIs in the DG on the familiar (red) and novel track (light red) over running speed. Shaded areas denote s.d. R denotes Pearsonâ€™s R. j, Mean calcium activity during familiar-track running plotted against novel-track activity for PVIs in the DG. Inset, bars denote meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.e.m. of running-related activity for novel and familiar tracks (two-sided signed rank-sum test). k, l, As in i, j but for CA1 PVIs. ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001; n.s., not significant. For exact P values see Supplementary TableÂ 1.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Differential stability and context discrimination of CA1 and DG are not due to interindividual differences.
a, Experimental schematic. Left, fluorescence image of GCaMP6f (white) and tdT in PVIs (red) in a post mortem coronal brain section. Dotted line indicates position of the imaging window. In this mouse, recordings were made from CA1 PYRs and DG GCs in separate, sequential experiments (exemplary image planes are shown in middle images). For each experiment, the same familiar and a different novel context (right) were used. Thereby, the coding properties of PYRs and GCs in the same animal could be compared. b, Calcium activity over distance for CA1 PYRs (top) and DG GCs (bottom) with place fields on the familiar track sorted for their peak activity on day 1 in the familiar context. Activity of the same cells with the same sorting on day 2 in the familiar context (middle) and on day 1 in the novel context (right). c, Mean cellular activity map correlations (colour coded: Pearsonâ€™s R) over two days and contexts as indicated on the x-axis. Data sampled only for place cells recorded in the selected mouse. Each row shows mean correlation values for cells that had a place field on the day and track indicated on the y-axis (n denoted as white numbers). d, Left, correlations of activity maps in the familiar context between days plotted for cells that had a place field in the familiar context. Cells were sampled only from measurements in this particular mouse. Right, activity map correlations between the familiar and novel contexts on day 1 for all cells that had a place field in the familiar context on that day. Stability over time and activity map similarity between contexts are significantly higher for GCs than for CA1 PYRs in the same mouse. eâ€“g, As in bâ€“d, but calculated separately on cells from another mouse. h, Activity map correlations between days 1 and 2 were calculated for familiar-context place cells and medians (circles) are displayed for each animal that had a minimum of 20 such place cells (DG, nâ€‰=â€‰4; CA2/3, nâ€‰=â€‰4; CA1, nâ€‰=â€‰9 mice). The meansâ€‰Â±â€‰s.e.m. of these per-animal medians (bars) were compared statistically. i, As in h, but for activity map correlations of familiar-context place cells on day 1 between the familiar and novel contexts (DG, nâ€‰=â€‰3; CA2/3, nâ€‰=â€‰3; CA1, nâ€‰=â€‰9 mice). Higher temporal stability and higher inter-context similarity are a feature of GCs that is consistently observed in different mice. h, i, One-way ANOVA with Holmâ€“Sidak test. Error bars denoteÂ s.e.m. d, g, Boxes, 25th to 75th percentiles; white bars, median; whiskers, 99% range. Two-sided rank-sum test. *Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05, **Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01, ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001; n.s., not significant. For exact P values see Supplementary TableÂ 1.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Spatial firing of DG GCs requires external reference cues.
a, Screenshot from the simplified virtual linear track devoid of any visual reference cues, except for patterned walls to provide a visual percept of self-motion. b, Cumulative distribution of activity levels for all GCs imaged in the standard familiar and novel contexts, as well as the simplified version shown in a. c, Cumulative distribution of spatial information values in all cells with a minimum activity of 0.01 transients per second in the familiar, novel and self-motion-only based paradigms. **Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01, ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001; n.s., not significant (one-way ANOVA on ranks with Dunnâ€™s test). For exact P values see Supplementary TableÂ 1.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Place field remapping between days.
Related to Fig.Â 3. a, Mean cellular activity map correlations (Pearsonâ€™s R) over two days and contexts as indicated on the x-axis. Each row shows mean correlation values for cells (white numbers denote n) that had a place field on the day and track indicated on the y-axis. b, Median day-to-day correlation (â€˜stabilityâ€™) of familiar-context place cell activity for all experiments in which at least 20 cells had a place field in the familiar context on either day (circles; DG, nâ€‰=â€‰6; CA2/3, nâ€‰=â€‰6; CA1, nâ€‰=â€‰12 experiments). Bars denote meanâ€‰Â±â€‰s.e.m. of these per-experiment values (one-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak test). c, For all cells that had a place field in the familiar context on both days of the experiment, the centres of mass for the activity in these place fields was determined. The graph shows the cumulative distribution of the distances between these centres (shift) between days 1 and 2, which gives a measure of the relocation of place fields between days. d, Trial-by-trial correlation of place cell activity (reliability) in the familiar and novel contexts on days 1 and 2. Nâ€‰=â€‰354, 367, 189, 226, 242, 364, 252, 285, 1,009, 1,044, 660 and 1,074 place cells per group (left to right). Place cell reliability for the novel context place cells increases in CA1 and CA2/3 between the first and second days. Boxes, 25th to 75th percentiles; white bars, median; whiskers, 99% range. c, d, One-way ANOVA on ranks with Dunnâ€™s test. *Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05, **Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01, ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001; n.s., not significant. For exact P values see Supplementary TableÂ 1.


Extended Data Fig. 8 CA1 place coding is degraded in the absence of visual references, but does not scale with environmental complexity.
a, Screenshots of the three different virtual linear tracks. Left, the â€˜poorâ€™ track had patterned walls, but no other cues; middle, the â€˜normalâ€™ track with visual references; right, the â€˜richâ€™ multisensory environment with many visual objects, sound, odour and tactile cues (Supplementary VideoÂ 6). b, Calcium activity over distance for CA1 PYRs with place fields on the tracks depicted above, sorted for their peak activity on day 1 (right) and, with the same sorting, on day 2 (left). Higher activity levels and day-to-day stability can be observed in the â€˜normalâ€™ and â€˜richâ€™ environments. c, Number of cells with significant place fields (see Methods) on the first recording day per experiment. Thin lines denote individual experiments (nâ€‰=â€‰7), thick lines with error bars the meansâ€‰Â±â€‰s.e.m. (repeated measures one-way ANOVA). d, Calcium activity levels (AUC) of the place cells detected in the three settings. e, As in d, but for spatial information. f, Activity map correlations between days for all cells that had a place field on the corresponding track. dâ€“f, One-way ANOVA on ranks with Dunnâ€™s test. Boxes, 25th to 75th percentiles; white bars, median; whiskers, 99% range. ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001; n.s., not significant. For exact P values see Supplementary TableÂ 1.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Superficial and deep layer CA1 pyramidal cells differ in their task-related coding properties.
a, Experimental schematic. Cells with somata close to the border of the stratum oriens (deep CA1 PYRs) and those close to the border of the stratum radiatum (superficial CA1 PYRs) were identified in different z-planes and separated for analysis. Illustrative pictures to the right show time-averaged fluorescence of GCaMP6f (white) and td-Tomato (red) in PVIs. b, Calcium activity over distance for deep CA1 PYRs with a place field on the familiar track. Cells were sorted according to their peak activity on the familiar track (left) and are plotted in the same order for runs on day 1 on the novel track (middle) and for the runs on the familiar track on the second day (right). c, As in b, but for novel-context place cells on the familiar context (middle) and novel context on the second day (right). d, e, As in b, c, but for superficial PYRs. f, Calcium activity rate for superficial and deep CA1 PYRs in the familiar and novel contexts. Activity rates increased significantly in the novel context in superficial but not in deep PYRs (two-sided signed rank-sum test). g, Trial-to-trial correlations of place cell activity compared between layers for familiar-context (left) and novel-context (right) runs. h, Activity map correlations between contexts for cells with a place field in the familiar context on day 1. i, Cumulative distribution of place cell activity map correlations between days 1 and 2 during familiar context runs. gâ€“i, Two-sided rank-sum test. *Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05, **Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01; n.s., not significant. Boxes, 25th to 75th percentiles; white bars, median; whiskers, 99% range. For exact P values see Supplementary TableÂ 1.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Differential stability of hippocampal place fields over extended time spans.
Related to Fig.Â 4. a, The same place cells were imaged over multiple days. Pictures show an illustrative example of the time-averaged fluorescence of GCaMP6f (pseudocolour white) expressed pan-neuronally and tdT (red) expressed in PVIs for the same field of view in CA1 on five subsequent days. b, Activity maps for cells that had a place field on the novel track on any of the five days. Cells are sorted by their activity peaks on day three (grey shading). c, Activity map correlations as function of days passed for cells with place field on the familiar (dark colours) or novel track (light colours). Dotted lines show corresponding levels of random correlations generated by shuffling cell IDs. Dark and light coloured asterisks underneath the dotted lines indicate significant differences of the actual versus random correlations for familiar- and novel-context place cells, respectively. Black asterisks between traces indicate significant differences between the mean correlation values of novel- and familiar-context place cells. *Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05, **Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01, ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001. Two-sided rank-sum test for each time-difference (days) with Bonferroni correction. Error bars denote s.e.m. For exact P values and N numbers in c see Supplementary Table 1.
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Reporting Summary

Video 1 A head fixed mouse performing goal-oriented learning in the virtual environment.
The mouse runs on a spherical treadmill, rotation of the treadmill is translated into movement through the virtual world.


Video 2 Fluorescence stack through the hippocampus of an anaesthetized mouse.
GCaMP6f (white) is expressed in all neurons, tdTomato (red) only in parvalbumin expressing interneurons. The stack starts in stratum oriens of CA1 and focusses down into the hippocampus until the lower blade of the DG granule cell layer is reached.


Video 3 In vivo acquired, motion corrected video of calcium signals from GCs.
Depicted is one of three simultaneously acquired imaging planes acquired at a z-distance of ~25â€‰Âµm and all cutting through the granule cell layer at different depths. Similar video data were obtained in 12 independent experiments from 6 mice. Supplementary videos 3-5 were convolved with a Gaussian kernel in the time domain for displaying purposes.


Video 4 In vivo acquired, motion corrected video of calcium signals from pyramidal cells in CA3.
Recorded in the CA3 pyramidal cell layer. Similar video data were obtained in 7 independent experiments from 5 mice. Statements of supplementary video 3 apply, accordingly.


Video 5 In vivo acquired, motion corrected video of calcium signals from pyramidal cells in CA1.
Recorded in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer. Similar video data were obtained in 15 independent experiments from 11 mice. Statements of supplementary video 3 apply, accordingly.


Video 6 Mouse exploring the rich multisensory virtual paradigm.
To the left of the mouse, a carousel with tangible objects is installed on a stepper motor and moves according to the mouseâ€™s position on the virtual track. A high-pitched tone is displayed repeatedly as an auditory contextual cue.
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